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One of the most important factors which influence the acquisition of English 

language among primary school learners is Language Learning Strategies. Language 

Learning Strategies are  the  strategies used by learners to improve their language   skills   

such as listening ,speaking ,reading ,writing, grammar and vocabulary. These strategies 

might be different from one learner  to       another learner despite being in the same class  

and being teach by the same teacher. Although language learning strategies differ from 

one individual to another , it can be identified and exposed to various range of learners 

in order to help them to become successful language learners too. Every people use the 

methods for teaching a new language,especially techers. Method is so important part of 

the teaching and learning foreign languages. Methods are held to fixed in teaching 

sustem which described techniques. We know that method can be emanated according 

to the teaching and learning context. 

It included two  stages.They are: 

-wide context(communicative language teaching); 

-narrow context(project work,problem solving,brainstorming). 

We know the type of methods.For instance, 

-Grammar translation method; 

-The Direct method; 

-Audio-lingual  method. 

Grammar translation method for language learning  as intellectual activity.Until  

20-30 years ago,this method was commonly used in Europe  to teach Latin in schools.It 

was changed to teaching of modern languages when they were introduced into 

schools,first as  an optional then it was compulsory. 

It was advantage and disadvantage ways. Advantage way of teaching are ; 

-grammar provides the rules for putting words together   and instruction often pay 

attention of the word and inflection of words; 

-little or no attention is given to pronunciation. 

Disadvantage ways of teaching : 

-The method have a great impression of students  memory or their brain; 
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-Word-to word translations were often unsatisfactory: 

Direct method-includes  on thinking and communicating directly in the target 

language and it doesn`t allow translation.Therefore practical mastery of a foreign 

language becomes the main purpose of teaching this subject at school.This method  

developed so many  aspects.For example,pedagogies,psychology and linguistics 

promoted the appearance of new method. 

Method depend on the principles as theoretical  points.It provides task,techniques 

and activities.Task and activity can be  illustrated as exercises.Technique can be develop 

in learners profitable,approachable and interactive  skills that are vital for effective 

communication.Every teachers have so many methods then they are teaching new 

language. 

Technology is meant as a strategy of teaching and learning foreign languages in the 

classroom. 

By the technology of teaching we comprehend the complecative systeminvolving 

algorithm of actions and ways of accumulating the content of foreign language s 

teaching for accomplishment the result of foreign language teaching and learning as a 

previous level of communicative competence. 

Types of technology: 

-Pedagogical technology: 

-Educational technology: 

-Problem-solving technology: 

- Critical thinking  technology. 

Pedagogical technology-is the systematic method of construction,indenture and 

persistence of the process and getting the knowledge with the help of technical and 

human stores their conversation for the ambitions of optimizing the forms of education. 

The stages of pedagogical technology: 

-collaborative learning; 

-cooperative learning; 

-project work; 

-distance learning; 

-Audiovisualnlearning. 

Collaborative learning-it gives to students the opportunities to work and 

collaborate together to learn and grow from each other. 

Cooperative learning-teaching foreign language in modern classroom requires 

utilizing effective educational technology that may facilitate communication in the 

target language. 

Project work-is series of activities that the student to study,do research and act by 

themselves using their talents or experience. 

Educational technology-is the study  of mental practice and improve learning and 

performance by the creating ,utilizing and managing appropriate technological resourse. 
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Problem solving technology-it enables for us to identify the issues quicker and easier 

and help to us better analyze a complex problem.Take responsibility for their choices. 

Problem solving technology includes 3 basic functions: 

-searching data; 

-produce new knowledge; 

-make a decision. 

In my conclusion, If the pupil want to learn modern language they will      utilize 

the methods and the rules.Then they can be learn  easier.Method is vital for teaching 

and learning  foreign languages. They may choose types from the methods 

If they want.  If  the people get the benefits and is sincerely interested,they will 

acquire what they want. 
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